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Since arriving in El Paso this summer, I have enjoyed talking with our members about a
whole variety of topics. One topic that seems to be of interest to many of you is how I use my
pulpit as a tool within the American political conversation. With Election Day just a few days
away (November 6), it seems appropriate to share a few thoughts on this topic with all of you.
Will I comment about specific candidates or elected officials from the pulpit? In the past,
have I used the pulpit to either endorse or denounce a specific candidate for public office? Have
I shared with my community my intended choices in the ballot box? How have I dealt with
“perceived bans” by the IRS over political endorsements by religious institutions? Have I ever
placed my synagogue’s tax exempt status in jeopardy because of comments I have made from the
pulpit?
As a Rabbi, I have always believed that clergy can and should discuss relevant issues of
public concern with their communities. These discussions, though, are not and should not be
anchored in any specific election. To my thinking, voting on Election Day is a secondary detail
to our right as Americans to understand and express opinions relative to issues of public concern
at any time.
Does the Bible instruct me on electoral preference? Should the Talmud be used as a
barometer of one’s worthiness to serve a secular nation in political office? As a Rabbi, I do not
relate to those who claim it is a religious imperative to vote for one candidate in any election
over another. My sacred responsibility, as a Rabbi, is to educate our community on matters of
Jewish concern and interest. We joke that if there are two Jews you will have three opinions.
A critical part of understanding Judaism is appreciating the pluralistic nature of our classical
sources and our overall belief structure. Intellectually, we as Jews celebrate pluralism in thought.
Yet, practically, operationally, a community must follow one distinct practice. This lesson is
expounded in the Talmud in Tractate Eruvin (13b) where a disagreement is found between the
school of Shammai and the school of Hillel. In this disagreement there is no clear winner. Both
sides present cogent arguments to make their case. In the end, the Talmud tells us: “A heavenly
voice declared: ‘the words of both schools are the words of the living God, but the law follows
the ruling of the school of Hillel.’ The answer to the question “what does Judaism say about...?”
often leads to multiple legitimate responses. It is only when defining Jewish practice for a specific
community that one answer, one practice, needs to be deemed defining. We, as Jews, value
our conversations around ideas. We welcome healthy, respectful debate and discussion and we
should do the same around topics that are important to our country of residence and to the
world at large.
For me, a Rabbi’s role as a communal leader in the American political process is not
about endorsing specific candidates. It is about inspiring conversation and debate about topics
of Jewish import as they relate to our nation’s political process. It is about making sure that our
diverse voices are heard and that each voice expresses itself from the standpoint of knowledge
and caring. It is about assuring that healthy conversations about issues are part of our experience
not only in the weeks and days before we vote, but in an ongoing manner that demonstrates we
take the rights and privileges of democracy seriously.
As we approach November 6th, Election Day, I urge you to vote and to remember at the
same time that your vote becomes more impactful if it is bundled with ongoing advocacy for
issues that matter to you as a person, as an invested member of our community and as a Jew.
P.S. Remember to vote for...

-Rabbi Scott Rosenberg
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During Yom Kippur, I had an opportunity to talk about different ways B’nai Zion is
important to us all. From spiritual prayer to educational programs, a kosher kitchen, or even
social and cultural activities, Jewish life exists through so many facets of our Congregation.
Over the past several years, CBZ has worked to institute programs that engage members
in all these different avenues so that you can participate in events that are meaningful to you. We
have a great list of upcoming events and programs in the works to meet a variety of interests. If
these sound interesting to you, we hope you’ll be on the lookout for the dates and even contact
the office to help with planning. And as always, if you have an idea for an event or program that
you think others might enjoy, you are encouraged to put it forward and help make it happen for
CBZ.
I hope those of you who attended the National Refugee Shabbat found it meaningful.
We’re planning more themed Shabbats in the near future including, Summer Camp Shabbat to
honor summer camp attendees and their families, Veterans Day Shabbat, and the always popular
No Leftovers post-Thanksgiving Shabbat. In addition to our annual Casino Night, some evenings
just for fun will include a “Chopped” & “EtrogCello” Last Night of Chanukah dinner event, and
more Meet & Greet events with Rabbi Rosenberg.
We’re also gearing up to introduce new Adult Education classes. Basic Hebrew Reading
and On One Foot an 18-week course on Judaism will begin this month. For teens, we are
introducing a monthly Teen Giving Circle, and we’ve also started up Tot Shabbat programming
again.
Yom Hashir is a great example of how our congregation can create meaningful and
relevant events through the work of interested and dedicated volunteers. With support from
the Jewish Federation and other members of the El Paso Jewish Community, Yom Hashir with
Chava Mirel was a full weekend of Jewish celebration that included Kabbalat Shabbat, Saturday
morning Tot Shabbat, Havdalah, and a community wide celebration of music and local talent on
Sunday afternoon. This wonderful weekend took a year’s worth of organizing and B’nai Zion was
well represented as planners, volunteers, hosts and performers. Thank you to all who contributed
their love of music to make this event a success.
We hope you will continue to join us for events large and small and keep building the
community spirit of B’nai Zion.
Sincerely yours,

-Shane Lipson
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The fall holiday season is particularly busy for B’nai Zion staff. There is quite a bit of
additional work involved in being ready for the holidays and no matter how much we try to get
done ahead of time and how many extra hours we put in at the office, there are some things that
just have to go on hold until after the holidays. I find myself doing similar prioritizing in my
personal life, too, and it is for this reason that each year as the holidays come to a close I breathe
a sigh of relief. Things can finally get back to normal.
First, I want to thank everyone who helped with the holidays. It does, indeed, take a
village and our village of more than 50 volunteers, donors, staff and professionals made this
year’s holidays beautiful, meaningful and fulfilling. Every contribution was significant. Every
contribution is appreciated.
Getting back to normal means returning to focus on the short-term and long-term future
of our shul. There are, of course, financial considerations. We continue to work toward improved
efficiencies, reduced expenses, increased revenue and financial stability. And we continue to
work toward added value for our members by providing educational, entertaining, intriguing
programming.
Not too much time passed between Simchat Torah, the last of the fall holidays, and Board
Treasurer Fred Hirsh, Denise, Rabbi Rosenberg and I met to discuss programming and event
opportunities. We spent the better part of two weeks researching then writing Jewish Federation
grant applications. We anticipate hearing from Federation before the end of the year. We’ll share
the results when we hear from Federation.
We’re working on other projects, as well. There’s a Meet and Greet dinner with Rabbi
Rosenberg coming soon. Thanksgiving and Chanukah are right around the corner. Rabbi
promised us an EtrogCello event this fall and, importantly, we have Shabbat and weekday
services with Rabbi Rosenberg’s unique and relevant lessons.
It’s mid-October as I write this article and we’re still planning. By the time you read these
words, I expect us to have drafted a complete calendar of events for the next several months. As
with the High Holidays, it will take a village to provide programming that appeals to the variety
of age groups and interests that comprise our congregation. If you responded to the Yom Kippur
Volunteer appeal by indicating you want to work on special projects, we’ll be reaching out to you
for help. If you haven’t yet responded, but are interested in working with us, please contact the
office. We would love to have your help.
I’m looking forward to hearing from you, to working with you and to enjoying our
upcoming events with you.

-Debra Pazos
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LIGHT.

“And G-d said, ‘Let there be light!’ Seeing that the light was good, G-d separated the
light from the darkness.”
We, the Congregation just paid our “light bill” or, in modern vernacular, our electric bill.
Normally, all the bills we pay bother me; except, of course, for our Rabbis and staff, because
every day brings us closer to recognizing the budget deficit that we will run this year. But this
month was a little different. Why was it different (“ַמה ִ ּנְשַּת ָ ּנהMah Nishtana”)? Because we,
ׁ electricity, water, landscaping, etcetera this
your Board, actually felt good signing the checks for
month. It’s different this month because over the High Holy days our Synagogue sees the most
activity and attendance of the year. All volunteers and staff made the experience a delight to
the senses and the soul. I, personally, want to extend my thanks for all the work that took place
in the background, especially those in charge of Aliyahs, service flow and sponsorship of the
Cantor (some of whom like recognition and some who wish to remain anonymous). In my role
as Treasurer, I believe “we got our money’s worth” on all fronts.
So, why is this article titled light? Because light means: good, purity, warmth, truth,
cleanliness, and the list goes on and on. The Torah even goes into great detail about the
construction of a Menorah and, of course, as we approach Chanukah, the Chanukah Menorah.
The Torah portrays the Menorah as lighting the way. We also have the Ner Tamid (The Eternal
Light) that sits above the Ark in every Synagogue (we have 3 including one in our memorial
room above the Book of Remembrance). Both of these sources of light and enlightenment
were said to sit in front of the Temple. If only I had done my research before the High
Holidays, I would have realized the great significance that seeing these lights has for me and the
congregation: by looking at them, one only sees light (the good in all things).
After the holidays and trying to make a Minyan (which we have been doing a better job of
-thank you) brought a rather sarcastic idiom to mind, namely “The lights are on but nobody is
home.” This is true in that the Ner Tamid is on, but nobody is there. Our Synagogue is physically
empty most of the time. I do feel some guilt saying that our Synagogue is empty because we
have in spiritual presence all the members whose names are on the walls in our memorial room.
They are there not physically, but in silent representation of our regard for our Synagogue and
its tenants. It is for these reasons that we must make a stand and keep what they labored so hard
for.
Please consider these four things and act if you feel compelled or have a guilty conscience.
(1) Consider sponsoring the lights at B’nai Zion, especially the Ner Tamid in the Memorial
room.
(2) If you do not have a memorial plaque, consider the purchase of one; I’m sure your loved
one would be in the comfort of their friends and family members and in good company.
(3) Consider your loved ones’ Yartzheit; please come to Synagogue for Minyan, light a candle,
and make a donation in remembrance or in honor or just because…
(4) When family visits, please include one visit to the Synagogue even if it is only to meet the
Rabbi and show them around.
		
Remember, the family that Prays together Stays together.

-Fred Hirsh
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Gratitude for me is a constant “state of being.” Thankfulness and appreciation for others,
their time or donations are often not expressed. Taking anything or anyone for granted, limits our
ability to express gratitude.
Over the past three months, Sisterhood has been active with a variety of programs, events
and activities. Many of these have been sponsored for members as a demonstration of our gratitude
to you. Hopefully, you were able to attend one or some of them. So far, the year in review has
included:
AugustMeet and Greet with Rabbi Rosenberg in which we learned more about him
				and Torah Fund
			Membership Drive
			
Honey from the Heart fundraiser
			Directory fundraiser
September- “Wine with Women on a Wednesday” in which we learned more about our
				own tastes
			
High Holiday participation with Sisterhood membership continuously 		
				represented on the Bimah
			
Cemetery Day in which the Hinda Goodman Fund sponsored the stones and
				a future project
			
“That’s What It’s All About” (the Jewish Hokey Pokey) in which we learned
				 about Sukkot
October“Soctober” in which we donated socks for a homeless shelter
			
“If This Old Thing Could Talk” in which we shared treasures and our 		
				treasured members
November- “Tea and Tupperware” fundraiser in which we raised funds for the kitchen’s
				 tools
			As Close to Us As Breathing Book Review in which we will enjoy literature
Sisterhood is grateful to our:
-family
-friends
-B’nai Zion Sisterhood Board and its members (past and current)
-Congregation B’nai Zion
We will continue to demonstrate this gratitude with member-sponsored events and
upcoming investments to replace kitchen equipment. Thank you for your support, participation
and involvement. More importantly, thank you for your Sisterhood and friendship.
In Sisterhood,

-Debbie Cohen
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CLEAR THE WAY FOR ADVENTURE

A SCOUT IS
Trustworthy

The Boy Scouts of America (BSA) is one of the nation's largest and most prominent values-based youth
development organizations. The BSA provides a program for young people that builds character, trains
them in the responsibilities of participating citizenship, and develops personal fitness.

Loyal

For more than a century, the BSA has helped build the future leaders of this country by combining
educational activities and lifelong values with fun. The Boy Scouts of America believes — and, through
over a century of experience, knows — that helping youth is a key to building a more conscientious,
responsible, and productive society.

Friendly

Helpful

Courteous

Don’t just live life-transform lives!

Kind
Obedient

Your generous donations and purchase of popcorn (largest BSA fundraiser) help support Troop 613 to do
the following
•
•
•
•

Cheerful

Attend summer camps
Attend overnights
Purchase camping equipment
Purchase advancement and merit badges

Thrifty

TROOP 613

**We accept donations of $25 for the Boy Scout military donation program**

Invites You to Join them for

Please help us achieve those goals!

Community Service
Friendship
Leadership Training
Life Skills

Contact Alan Cohen
Troop 613 Scoutmaster
915-249-6505
There are many delicious products available for purchase and all are certified Kosher.

Grow and develop through Boy Scouts!
For more information contact us at:
Alan Cohen (Scout Master)

(915)249-6505

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU!
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Brave
Clean
And Reverent

Adult Education
On One Foot

The Talmud in Tractate Shabbat tells the wonderful story about a seeker who approached
Shammai and asked him to teach him the whole Torah while he stood on one foot. Shammai
rebuked him. He then went to Hillel who agreed to his condition. Hillel said to the seeker “What
is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor. That is the whole Torah, the rest is commentary:
Go and learn.”
Starting on Sunday, November 4, 2018 at 10:45 AM, Rabbi Rosenberg will be offering an
18 part introduction to Judaism class for adults called “On One Foot.” This class is open to all
adults, Jews and non-Jews, who seek to deepen their appreciation and understanding of Judaism
from an adult perspective. Upon completion of this class, Jewish participants can elect to
celebrate an Adult Bar/Bar Mitzvah and non-Jewish participants can continue the conversation
about how and if they wish to deepen their connection with the Jewish community.
The class will meet weekly except on the following Sundays: November 18, 25, December
23, 30, January 20, and February 17. The final class session is currently scheduled for April 14,
2019. This schedule is subject to change. Any changes will be discussed with class participants
and announced in the CBZ weekly eblast.
Program Cost- CBZ Members $54
		
Non Members $180

Hebrew Reading Course

Please join us on Sunday mornings starting November 4, 2018 at 9:45 AM, to learn how
to read Hebrew or to improve your Hebrew reading. The class will run for 45 minutes and will
keep the same schedule as the On One Foot.

Talmud Torah

Talmud Torah is off to a great start this year with 17 energetic, enthusiastic, happy
students working with our equally energetic and enthusiastic teachers. We are thrilled that
Esther Kuchinsky and Anabel Wong have returned to teach our younger students this year,
and that Pinni Kachel and Caren Szanton are working with the older class. Additionally, Rabbi
Rosenberg and Rabbi Leon are spending time in the classrooms and running special programs.
Already this year our students assisted Rabbi Rosenberg in repairing one of our Torah
Scrolls and helped decorate our Sukkah. Students are learning Hebrew, synagogue skills,
holiday observance and more. In October, we introduced them to a taste of Jewish music
culture at Yom Hashir and they’ll be participating in a community Chanukah performance,
including singing and a holiday play, at B’nai Zion on December 3rd. These hands-on
experiences create wonderful memories for our students, not only of their Talmud Torah years,
but, more importantly, of the joy of being Jewish.
Many thanks to our Talmud Torah Committee, Patty Hutman, Lee Chayes and
Committee Chair Alan Cohen, to Talmud Torah parents, to Sisterhood and to the synagogue
staff for their ever-ready support.
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Celebration of Jewish Music a Success
By David J. Kimmelman

Nearly 100 fans of Jewish music, from newborn to not-so-young, were treated to a lovely
afternoon at Yom Hashir on October 7, 2018, at the Keystone Heritage Park Botanical Gardens
in the Upper Valley of El Paso, Texas. This year’s celebration marks the second biannual Yom
Hashir coordinated by co-chairs Alison Westermann and Kristin Kimmelman. The beautiful
weather complemented the desert southwest scenery of the Gardens—the perfect setting for the
musical extravaganza particularly given the coinciding parshah, Breishit.
The local artists, reflecting the deep pool of talent of our city, delighted the audience as
they brought our rich Jewish traditions and culture to life in the forms of music and dance. Lety
Briones enthralled the audience with her swaying and mesmerizing Morrocan dance, followed
by Neorah Garcia carrying on the tradition from the time of Miriam with vocals and drums. Bill
Radcliffe brought a new twist to familiar-sounding prayers with his guitar and rich tones. Alison
Westermann and Emil Chaparro moved everyone with their harmonies and provocative lyrics.
Dora Roe had everyone dancing to Israeli music—in their chairs and on stage. Dr. Larry Lesser
rounded out the local talent with his deep, thoughtful and sometimes funny songs.
The headliner, Chava Mirel from Seattle, energized the crowd with her rhythmic music.
Chava was selected to headline Yom Hashir after community members rated artists during two
“listening parties” in 2017. Chava was a perfect choice. Her music brought forth themes of
gratitude, self-acceptance, balance and responsibility for each other in musical expressions of
prayers as well as her original works. She touched everyone and capped a perfect day.
Yom Hashir was the culmination of a busy weekend for Chava who thoroughly enjoyed
her first visit to El Paso. On Friday, she led Shabbat services with Alison Westermann at the
J Center for Early Learning, performed at the El Paso Jewish Academy, and participated in
Kabbalat Shabbat at Temple Beth-El in Las Cruces. On Saturday, she entertained toddlers
and adults at a special Tot Shabbat at Congregation B’nai Zion, and she later led a musical
Chavadalah Harmonies in Felicia Rubin’s backyard.
Yom Hashir was possible thanks to talented performers, countless volunteers, and a
generous grant from the Jewish Federation of Greater El Paso, supporting its mission to promote
Judaism and Jewish culture. Hope to see you at Yom Hashir 2020!

This page is sponsored by:
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Photography by: Edward “Doobie” Dubowitz

Congregation B’nai Zion Gift Shop Special Purchase
Something new this year!

Take advantage of this opportunity to beautify your home with Jewish framed art by Micki Caspi. Discounted
prices on all these splendid art pieces. These make wonderful gifts for weddings, new homes, conversions,
Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, babies, and other special events.

Congregation B’nai Zion Gift Shop Special Purchase--Shabbat Candles
Pre-order these candles today!

Retail price $75. Special Purchase $66 each.

Set of 4 Shabbat short tapers $14 (burns 4 hours)
See website for Hamsa and White on White designs

Hamsa Home Blessing and Etz Chayim are both 11 x 15 inches.

Long tapers: $4.50 each one (burns 8 hours)
Cubes: 2x2x2 $9 (20 hours); 3x3x3 $14 (45 hours)
Voltives: set of 6 $16 (2 hrs. ea.)
Pillars: 3x4 $14 (50 hrs); 3x6 $18 (75 hrs);
$ 3 x8 $22 (100 hrs)

Shehechiyanu—traditional, Shehechiyanu—contemporary, Noah’s Ark, and Home Blessing Jerusalem are all
18 X 18 inches. Retail price $95. Special Purchase $76 each.

These are the same very popular Shabbat and Judaica candles from last year. Help
make our minimum order so that the prices remain the same as last year. Payment is
due when you pick them up.

Would you prefer a print for a Woman of Valor, or Boy/Girl Blessing, or Ani L’Dodi? Visit the website for
special prices on these items as well. Click on the link for framed art at
https://www.caspicards.com/
The gift shop will also carry Mezuzahs and Car Mezuzahs by the same artist. These will be discounted
approximately 20% off retail. Check out these cute designs:

The product line from Thumbprint Artifacts features fair trade items handcrafted
and inspired by the beautiful and colorful landscape of South Africa. Learn more
about the company and the artisans at their website:

https://www.thumbprintartifacts.com/
You are welcome to view the website and select other designs at these same prices.
Deadline to Order: NOVEMBER 4.
Send order requests to Joyce Lieb at
Subject Line: Gift Shop Order

A

liebfam@aol.com

Circuit Board
Noah’s Ark
Floral Arabesque Dream
Car M
Sky Blue Car M.
Contact Joyce Lieb with requests, especially for the artwork. Inventory must be close to demand for these
prices—so she must take orders for a minimum number. Check the artist website for other designs. Please
email her now with your requests and questions, but no later than October 21. Items should be received
within a week.
Email: liebfam@aol.com
Subject Line: Gift Shop

Join CBZ Sisterhood, TMS
Women of
Reform Judaism, and
Hadassah
for a review of

B’nai Zion Sisterhood
Presents
Afternoon Tea
And
Tupperware

As Close to Us
as
Breathing
by Elizabeth Poliner

November 4, 2018

Thursday, November 29
7:00 p.m.

2:00 PM
805 Cherry Hill

Congregation B’nai Zion
Memorabilia Room

(B’nai Zion)
Please RSVP

Discussion will be led by
Joan Korn

to
Debbie Cohen 249-6505
debcoh@aol.com
Prepare for Hanukkah!
With each purchase made, the funds earned will be used towards tools for the kitchens.
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Thank you to the following members for sponsoring:

Beautiful Flowers that adorn our Bimah:
9/28 Rose Kupfer and children, Dov Emil, 		
Debby Renee, Sammy Paul, Abie Jack 		
and granddaughter.
Dina Janet - In loving memory of aunt Pearl 		
Pracker and uncle Jack Emil Zinder.
10/19 Ignacio & Lupe Ramos – In loving 		
memory of their son, Sammy Ramos.

Sunday Bagel Breakfast:
9/23 Charlotte Roth – In loving memory of 		
her parents Dora & Maurice Veta.
10/7 Cynthia Ganem – In loving memory of
her mother-in-law, Rose Pinchuk 		
Ganem.
Friday Shabbat Oneg:
9/28 Richard & Robin Krasne – In loving 		
memory of her father, Allen Levine.

Mazel Tov – Cheryl & Ernest Eisenberg on the
birth of your baby girl, Vivia Joy.
Mazel Tov – Meyer & Mindy Marcus on the
birth of their first grandchild, Elio.
Mazel Tov – Raphael & Rose Herman on the
birth of their son, Benjamin.

Saturday Kiddush Lunch:
10/6 Mario Ochoa & Ariela Orellana – 		
In honor of their daughter, Nathalia’s, 		
Bat Mitzvah.
10/20 Ignacio & Lupe Ramos – In loving 		
memory of their son, Sammy Ramos.

Congratulations to Robert & Leslie Beckoff on the marriage of their daughter Jordan to
David J. Feiner.
Congratulations to parents Tony & Robin Furman and grandparents Loree Furman and
Arvin & Beverly Robinson on the marriage their son and grandson Jordan to Allison
Zeitlow.

Welcome New Members!
David & Alison Westermann
and Douglas Scheiner

CBZ Embraces Newcomers

The newly reconstituted and energized membership committee is eager to welcome people to El Paso and Congregation
B’nai Zion. You can help in this effort! Please contact the committee chair, Kristin Kimmelman (575) 640-5806 or
kristinkimmelman@gmail.com) if:
- You know of someone new to the community who would like information about Congregation B’nai Zion,
- You would like to be a new member’s “buddy” to help him or her become a part of Congregation B’nai Zion’s family, or
- You would like to help with the committee’s outreach.
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11/2
Dr. Neal Gronich
11/3
Max Intebi
Cindy Metrikin
11/5
Dr. Scott Stein
Richard Krasne
11/6
Bryan Schonberg
Dannah Meyers
11/7
Clifford Eisenberg
Sherman Levenson
11/8
Albert Askenazi
Rita Davis
Matthew Blaugrund
11/9
Robert Wiener
11/11
Richard Zehden
Martin Lopez Vie
Carlos Kaplan
11/12
Rebecca Carrasco
Dana Frank

11/01
Howard & Mona Goldberg

11/15
Emma Marshall
Esther Kuchinsky

11/09
Sam & Lenore Kobren

11/16
Adam Frank
11/17
Catherine Weislow

11/14
Dr. Boris Kaim & Fifi 			
Heller-Kaim

11/18
Jay Gladstein

11/17
Dr. Sam & Monica Kupetz

11/20
Rose Herman

11/19
Shane & Jeanne Lipson

11/21
Sharon Leon

11/22
Robert & Carol Teplitz
Stanley & Elena Goldman

11/22
Marissa Pazos

11/25
Chaim & Marilyn Silverstein

11/26
Jeanne Lipson
Michelle Holland

11/28
Albert & Shirleen Askenazi

11/29
Audrey Makayla Rubin
11/30
Brenda Goldman
Ada Marcus

11/13
Shirleen Askenazi
Richard Teplitz
11/14
Maria Assael-Cohen
Denise Tolentino
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Rabbi & Sharon Leon - Happy 50th Anniversary.
Manon & Ellen Daugherty
Tony & Robin Furman - Thank you for including us in the breaking of the fast.
Manon & Ellen Daugherty
Cliff & Martha Eisenberg - Happy Anniversary.
Manon & Ellen Daugherty
Meyer & Mindy Marcus - Congratulations on the birth of your first grandchild, Elio.
Gary & Lisa Nadler and Family
Tibor & Ann Schaechner - Happy Anniversary.
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Dr. Jeffrey & Cathy Weislow - Happy Anniversary.
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Esther Kishk - Happy birthday.
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Nathalia Ochoa - Mazel Tov on your Bat Mitzvah.
Jeffrey & Catherine Weislow
Ruth Erlich - Happy special birthday.
Clifford & Martha Eisenberg
Dr. Marvin Eisenberg – Wishing you a speedy recovery.
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Harriet Roth – Wishing you a speedy recovery and continued good health.
Clifford & Martha Eisenberg
Rick Otis - Sending our heartfelt condolences on the loss of your father.
Clifford & Martha Eisenberg

We are starting a new Mi Sheberach list effective
November 9, 2018. To add a name to the new list
please e-mail us at info@congregationbnaizion.org or
call or drop by the office with the information.
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Rebeca Basrawi
Dr. Boris Kaim & Fifi Heller-Kaim

Lazar Kopilowitz
Blanche Brown

Minah Metzger
Dr. Boris Kaim & Fifi Heller-Kaim

Anne Butcher
Victor & Lynn Butcher

Bill Kurman
Selma Chasens

Esther E. Mintz
John & Debbie Johnson

Samuel Butcher
Victor & Lynn Butcher

Samuel Kurman
Selma Chasens

Bert Neumark
Jerry & Marcia Schwartz

Robert Brown
Arlene Welborn

Rena Marcus
Jason, Kaiya, Eliana, and Suri Fox
Charles & Mary Gaddy
Joyce Jaffee
Gary & Cynthia Aboud
Gayle and Scott Hoffer and Family
Jerry & Marcia Schwartz
Manon & Ellen Daugherty
Jack & Jean Shabot
Richard & Marilyn Rotwein
Dee & Adair Margo
Lowell & Shirley Nussbaum
Sidney & Meralee Schlusselberg
Maureen Malone
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Shari Fox
James & Marian Daross
Jon & Reva Nathanson
George E. Salom
Bill & Chana Burton
Becky & Keith Myers
Herbert & Brenda Ehrlich
Ida & Hymie Steinberg
Marc & Debbie Shabot
Joyce Davidoff
Francine Cervantes
Peto, Glenna, Lane, Weston, 		
Allison and Gabby Marcus
Mark & Carla Gay Thompson
Richard & Emma Marshall
Robert & Jane Snow
Estelle Goldman
Stanlee & Gerald Rubin
Dr. Louis & Marie Robbins
Ruth Erlich
Art & Linda Corral
Myer & Beth Lipson

Irene Osborne
Manon & Ellen Daugherty

Ida Cinofsky
Dorene Naparstek
Debra Eckert
Annalie Rollins
Rachel Evans
Harvey & Idelle Greenberg
Diane Friedman
Cindy & Louis Cohen
Clifford & Martha Eisenberg
Dr. & Mrs. A. Goldsmith
Gordon Goldsmith
Isaac Gniazdowitz
Ruth Gniazdowitz
Joseph Gniazdowitz
Ruth Gniazdowitz
Moses Holland
Rose Holland
David & Kristin Kimmelman
Morris Horowitz
Robert & Jane Warach
David Koortz
Bertie Siegelman
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Charles “Bud” Ramenofsky
Myer & Beth Lipson
Emil Reisel
Jay & Mimi Gladstein
Hymer Rosen
Victor & Lynn Butcher
Morey David Stein
Sharon Stein
Scott & Margaret Stein
Sarah Schwartz
Jerry & Marcia Schwartz
Rachel Schlusselberg
Jack Schlusselberg

11/01 (23 Cheshvan)
Larry Peitzer
11/02 (24 Cheshvan)
Herman Morgan
11/03 (25 Cheshvan)
Sam Goldstein
Haim Ettinger
11/04 (26 Cheshvan)
Harry Behrman
Faye Kahn
11/05 (27 Cheshvan)
Felix Rubinstein
Maritz Pergricht
11/06 (28 Cheshvan)
Miriam Goldfarb
Sam Licht
Ida Levy
11/07 (29 Cheshvan)
Joseph Schlusselberg
Aaron Goldfarb
Joseph Schlusselberg
11/08 (30 Cheshvan)
William Eiland
11/09 (1 Kislev)
Ethel Mintz
Bertha Levis
Jerry Kluger
Hirsch Kofsky
Sue Roth
11/10 (2 Kislev)
Bertha Davidoff
Milton Davis
Elena Konig
Anne Engman

11/11 (3 Kislev)
Rose Rosenberg
Nathan Friedman
Milton Davis
11/12 (4 Kislev)
William Robinson
11/13 (5 Kislev)
Allan Bolotin
Aron Gottlieb
11/14 (6 Kislev)
Herbert Feinberg
Isaac Plaut
William Roth
11/16 (8 Kislev)
Patricia Green
11/17 (9 Kislev)
Hennie Komito
Jacob Batt
Sam Shabot
Isaac Goldberg

11/21 (13 Kislev)
Boris Zditowski
Juan Roberstein
11/22 (14 Kislev)
Bessie Starr
A. Milton Feinberg
Bernard Chasens
Jeffrey Chernick
11/23 (15 Kislev)
Ida Epstein
Rachel Lipson
11/24 (16 Kislev)
Alexander Jaffee
Joseph Ovetsky
11/25 (17 Kislev)
Jon Heller
Louis Pulner
Adolf Weiss
11/26 (18 Kislev)
Mark Kupfer

11/18 (10 Kislev)
Sorah Intebi
Leticia C. Dubowitz

11/27 (19 Kislev)
Savannah Rose Valdes
Joseph Reiter

11/19 (11 Kislev)
Luisa Margolis
Joan Cherno

11/28 (20 Kislev)
Sadie Aaronson

11/20 (12 Kislev)
Yetta Siegelman
Rose Grodin
Jeannette Fenenbock
Annette Goldberg
Dorothy Kovan
Marla Stein
Jacob Chasens
Milton Max Perlof

11/30 (22 Kislev)
Mary Gross
Jennie Chasens
Xochitl Wiener
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11/29 (21 Kislev)
Bashe Schlusselberg

Remembrance Discs

Order your beautiful, personalized
Remembrance Discs for
your loved one’s headstones.
- Personalized with your message
- Unique memorial disc
- Engraved on Lucite Acrylic
Only $12.50 each
** Endorsed by Rabbi Leon **
Call the office at (915) 833-2222
to place your order.

Congregation B’nai Zion
started a new tradition
providing car-to-door
transportation assistance
during the High Holidays.
Many thanks to Sonny and
Margie Ospovat for the use
of their cart and to Arturo
Guzman for chauffeuring
our members.
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